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ABSTRACT: The clock hypothesis is taken to be an assumption independent of special relativity necessary to describe 
accelerated clocks. This enables to equate the time read off by a clock to the proper time. Here, it is considered 
a physical system—the light clock—proposed by Marzke and Wheeler. Recently, Fletcher proved a theorem 
that shows that a sufficiently small light clock has a time reading that approximates to an arbitrary degree the 
proper time. The clock hypothesis is not necessary to arrive at this result. Here, one explores the consequences 
of this regarding the status of the clock hypothesis. It is argued in this work that there is no need for the clock 
hypothesis in the special theory of relativity.
Keywords: light clock, proper time, clock hypothesis, relativity.
RESUMEN: La hipótesis del reloj se considera un supuesto independiente de la relatividad especial necesario para la des-
cripción de relojes acelerados. Esto permite identificar la medida del tiempo de un reloj con el tiempo propio. 
En este artículo, consideramos un sistema físico—el reloj de luz—propuesto por Marzke y Wheeler. Reciente-
mente, Fletcher demostró un teorema según el cual, para un reloj de luz suficientemente pequeño, su medida 
del tiempo se aproxima arbitrariamente cerca del tiempo propio. La hipótesis del reloj no es necesaria para lle-
gar a este resultado. En este artículo, vamos a explorar las consecuencias de este resultado con respecto al estatus 
de la hipótesis del reloj. Se argumenta que la hipótesis del reloj resulta no ser necesaria en la relatividad especial.
Palabras clave: reloj de luz; tiempo propio; hipótesis del reloj; relatividad.
1. Introduction
In the special theory of relativity, the description of the time reading of an accelerated clock 
seems to be possible only when adopting an independent assumption that is not part of the 
structure of the theory—the so-called clock hypothesis (see, e.g., Rindler 1960, 28). With 
this assumption, one can relate the Minkowski proper time, which is the invariant length 
of a segment of a timelike worldline (and has the dimension of time),1 to the time read off 
by a clock. According to the clock hypothesis, the rate of an accelerated clock only depends 
on its instantaneous velocity;2 this makes possible the identification of the infinitesimal in-
1 For details see, e.g., Minkowski (1908).
2 To be more precise, one might say that the rate of the clock only has a functional dependence on the 
instantaneous velocity u as determined by 1 2 . Throughout, one adopts geometric units (c = 1).
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terval along a timelike worldline at a particular event with the (infinitesimal) time read-
ing of a clock (with that worldline and at that event). The integration of the infinitesimal 
interval between two events of the worldline gives the total proper time of that segment 
which is equal to the total time read off by the clock between these events.
It seems that to associate directly a notion of time and its measurement to non-geo-
desic worldlines it is necessary an independent assumption, postulating physical systems—
clocks—whose “workings” are such that the total duration of their “ticks” is equal to the 
length of any segment of their worldlines (even for infinitesimal intervals). The fact that 
the length of a timelike worldline is an invariant with the dimension of time does not en-
tail by itself that one might regard the infinitesimal interval or total length of a segment of 
the worldline as giving the value of the time gone by a physical system with that worldline. 
This is a subtle but important point; by assuming the clock hypothesis one is not simply 
making an assumption regarding a particular type of physical systems one calls clocks; one 
is extending the notion of time (or coordinate time)—that is measured by clocks in iner-
tial motion and whose trajectory in space-time are geodesics (straight lines)—to a time as-
sociated to non-geodesic (timelike) worldlines that is measured by clocks. This extension of 
the notion of time and its measurement to non-geodesic worldlines was made implicitly by 
Einstein in his famous 1905 paper. In this work, Einstein considers a clock in inertial mo-
tion in relation to an adopted inertial reference frame (“the system at rest”) and arrives at 
the well-known time dilation formula " t 1 2  relating the time reading of the clock t 
to the coordinate time t (being u the velocity of the clock). Einstein then applies this for-
mula in the case in which the clock spacial trajectory is a “continuously curved line” (Ein-
stein 1905, 153), arriving at the following result:
If there are two synchronous clocks in A, and one of them is moved along a closed curve with 
constant velocity until it has returned to A, which takes, say, t sec, then this clock will lag on its 
arrival at A [tu2/2] sec behind the clock that has not been moved. (Einstein 1905, 153)
The implication of this result is made clearer in a text from 1911, where Einstein considers 
a clock that is launched into a uniform motion with a velocity close to that of light in one 
direction and then by imparting “a momentum in the opposite direction” (Einstein 1911, 
348), the clock returns (again with a very high velocity) to the point “from which it has 
been launched” (Einstein 1911, 348). The consequence of this motion (with an accelera-
tion at the point in which the clock inverts the direction of its motion) is according to Ein-
stein the following:
It then turns out that the positions of the clock’s hands have hardly changed during the 
clock’s entire trip, while an identically constituted clock that remained at rest at the launching 
point during the entire time changed the setting of its hands quite substantially … Were we, for 
example, to place a living organism in a box and make it perform the same to-and-fro motion as 
the clock discussed above, it would be possible to have this organism return to its original starting 
point after an arbitrarily long flight having undergone an arbitrarily small change, while identi-
cally constituted organisms that remained at rest at the point of origin have long since given way 
to new generations. (Einstein 1911, 348-9)
In these derivations, Einstein is implicitly assuming the validity of " t 1 2  for an 
infinitesimal interval along a non-geodesic worldline. That is, Einstein is associating directly 
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a notion of time and its measurement to non-geodesic worldlines by assuming (implicitly) the 
clock hypothesis. As one can see, an extraordinarily important consequence of the theory re-
garding the time gone by a physical system, which is validated by experiments (see, e.g., Brown 
and Read 2016), seems to depend on taking into account an independent assumption.
As it is, the status of the clock hypothesis might seem to be settled. However, as will be 
seen here, this is not the whole story.3 There is a physical system that is described in very 
simple terms in the special theory of relativity that has physical properties that are relevant 
to the discussion of the status of the clock hypothesis. This physical system when in iner-
tial motion has a cyclic behavior that mimics the coordinate time; i.e. its “ticks” measure 
time. One may call this physical system a light clock. It turns out that, as shown by Fletcher 
(2013), under certain conditions, light clocks when accelerated read off a time (i.e. have a 
“ticking”) that can approximate to an arbitrary degree the infinitesimal interval along their 
timelike worldlines and the total length of any segment under consideration. That is, for 
sufficiently small light clocks (as defined in Fletcher 2013), their “ticking” approximates 
to an arbitrary degree the total proper time (they are accurate) and the infinitesimal proper 
time (they are regular). In this paper, it is made the case that this result changes the status 
of the clock hypothesis. It is not that it turns out that the clock hypothesis follows from the 
theory. It is more than that. One simply does not need the clock hypothesis to have in the 
theory a notion of time and its measurement associate to non-geodesic worldlines.
To make this point, the work is organized as follows: in section 2 the clock hypothesis 
is addressed, as traditionally presented. In section 3 light clocks and their properties are ad-
dressed. Finally, in section 4 it is made the case that the clock hypothesis is not necessary; 
i.e., in the theory, to associate a notion of time and its measurement to non-geodesic world-
lines, it is not necessary to stipulate clocks whose “ticks” are such that they measure the 
(temporal) length of the worldline.
2. The clock hypothesis
According to special relativity the relation between the time read off by two (identical) 
clocks in relative motion is given by d " dt 1 2  where dt is the time read off by a 
clock taken to be in motion with a uniform velocity u in relation to the other clock (taken 
to be at rest), which has a time reading dt identical to the time reading of the clocks of the 
adopted inertial reference frame (in relation to which this clock is at rest). This relation de-
rived from the Lorentz transformations only applies to clocks in inertial motion. It is at this 
point that one considers what is now called the clock hypothesis. In Møller's words:
This equation is now assumed to be valid also for an arbitrarily moving clock where [u] is the 
[instantaneous] velocity of the clock. Hence we assume that the acceleration of the clock relative to 
an inertial system has no influence on the rate of the clock. (Møller 1955, 49)
3 In the philosophy of physics, the clock hypothesis has been mentioned mainly by Brown (see, e.g., 
Brown and Pooley 2001, Brown 2005, Brown and Read 2016). An important treatment of this issue 
that also precedes in part Fletcher’s approach to light clocks is made by Maudlin (2012). In Arthur 
(2010) and Valente (2016), one finds less “traditional” views on the clock hypothesis. It is beyond the 
scope of this work to address these views in relation to the view presented here.
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As one can see in the mathematical expression, if the infinitesimal interval along the clock’s 
worldline d " dt 1 (t
2 )  is taken to be equal to the (infinitesimal) time read off by the 
clock during the coordinate time interval dt, then one is in fact assuming not just that the 
acceleration has no influence on the rate of the clock but more exactly that this rate only 
depends on the clock’s instantaneous velocity u(t). This was expressed with clarity, e.g., by 
Rindler, according to whom:
If an ideal clock moves non-uniformly through an inertial frame, we shall assume that accel-
eration as such has no effect on the rate of the clock, i.e. that its instantaneous rate depends only 
on its instantaneous speed u […]. This we shall call the clock hypothesis. Alternatively, it can be 
regarded as the definition of an ideal clock. (Rindler 1960, 28)
If one reads Rindler’s words carefully, one notices an issue that needs to be addressed. As it 
is, it seems that assuming the clock hypothesis is somehow equivalent to defining an ideal 
clock. So, is the assumption the same as a definition?
This apparent possible alternation between an assumption and a definition can be 
found, e.g., in the work of Anderson:
One sometimes defines an ideal clock as being one that ticks off intervals proportional to ∫dt 
along its trajectory […]. In effect, the assumption that an ideal clock measures ∫dt along its tra-
jectory is equivalent to the assumption that one can ignore the accelerative effects on its internal 
working. (Anderson 1967, 173)
If one defines an ideal clock as a clock that reads off a time equal to the Minkowski proper 
time, what is the role of the assumption? By defining an ideal clock is one assuming anything? 
In Anderson’s words, one assumes that an ideal clock measures the length of (a segment of) the 
worldline; i.e., one assumes that an ideal clock reads off a time equal the length of (a segment 
of) the worldline. But an ideal clock is supposed to measure it by definition. To disentangle the 
clock hypothesis from the definition of an ideal clock, one might first define an ideal clock as a 
clock whose time reading is equal to the Minkowski proper time; then one makes the assump-
tion that the timelike worldline under consideration is the worldline of a physical system that 
behaves as an ideal clock. The assumption is that the rate of the clock only depends on its in-
stantaneous velocity, in which case the clock’s behavior is that of an ideal clock. This is basically 
how Fock (1959) presents the clock hypothesis. According to Fock:
In the case of accelerated motion the interpretation of t as a time registered by a moving clock 
cannot be derived from the theory of relativity. Such an interpretation may only be introduced as 
a separate assumption. (Fock 1959, 34-5)
In a footnote, Fock further mentions that:
One could, of course, introduce the notion of a clock insensitive to accelerations (such as an 
atomic system with very large proper frequencies); the assumption would then consist in that this 
“acceleration-proof” clock exists and behaves according to
 






otherwise. (Fock 1959, 35)4
4 In the adopted notation, the limits of integration a and b are the coordinate times identifying the begin-
ning and end of the segment of a worldline whose length (the Minkowski proper time) is being calculated.
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The notion of “a clock insensitive to accelerations” is what was called an ideal clock. In this 
way, in Fock’s presentation, one defines an ideal clock, and afterward one assumes that a 
clock with a non-geodesic worldline behaves in a way that the time read off by the clock is 
equal to the Minkowski proper time, i.e. one assumes the clock hypothesis.
A recent formulation of the clock hypothesis along the lines of what one has just seen 
is that of Brown, according to whom, the clock hypothesis is “the claim that when a clock 
is accelerated, the effect of motion on the rate of the clock is no more than that associated 
with its instantaneous velocity—the acceleration adds nothing” (Brown 2005, 9; see also 
Brown and Read 2016, 330). As mentioned by Brown and Pooley, “this assumption is not 
a consequence of Einstein’s 1905 postulates” (Brown and Pooley 2001, 265). This is what 
one might call the traditional rendering of the clock hypothesis. An alternative but equiva-
lent rendering is, e.g., the one made by Maudlin:
Clock Hypothesis: The amount of time that an accurate clock shows to have elapsed between 
two events is proportional to the Interval along the clock’s trajectory between those events, or, in 
short, clocks measure the Interval along their trajectories. (Maudlin 2012, 76)5
There is no mention of the rate of the clock, but these renderings are equivalent: a clock 
that between two events of its non-geodesic worldline has a time reading that is equal to 
the integral of the infinitesimal interval along the worldline between the two events is a 
clock whose rate only depends on its instantaneous velocity, and vice versa.
3. The light clock
The light clock as it is considered in this work is a physical system implemented by M arzke 
and Wheeler in a paper published in 1964.6 This physical system is constituted by two “par-
ticles” that are described in very simple terms by their timelike worldlines and by electro-
magnetic radiation—light—that is also described very simply in terms of null worldlines. 
In this way, matter and light are described in terms of their trajectories in space-time. What 
characterizes this physical system is the consideration that light is “bouncing” between the 
particles. Marzke and Wheeler describe the light clock as follows:
Having two particles moving along parallel world lines, we can let a pulse of light be reflected 
back and forth between them. In this way we define a geodesic clock. It may be said to “tick” each 
time the light pulse arrives back at the object number one. (Marzke and Wheeler 1964, 53)
As it is, the interaction of matter and light is described very simply, just in terms of the 
worldlines. For example, the “emission” of light by one particle is described through its 
5 Another variant of this rendering is the one made by Malament that does not even mention that this is 
an independent assumption (neither names it as the clock hypothesis): “The following is another basic 
principle of relativity theory. (P2) Clocks record the passage of elapsed proper time along their world-
lines” (Malament 2012, 118).
6 There is an earlier conception of light clock, e.g., as formulated by Einstein (1913, 207), which is not 
Marzke and Wheeler’s light clock, which is conceived in terms of worldlines.
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representation with worldlines. In this case, one would consider a null worldline emerg-
ing from the timelike worldline. In similar terms, the “reflection” of light by a particle is de-
scribed and represented by a null worldline ending at an event of a timelike worldline with 
a new null worldline emerging from this event (see figure 1).
Fig. 1
Two segments of the straight worldlines of two particles with light “bouncing” between them, 
corresponding to two “ticks” of the clock formed by the particles and the light. Here, it is represented 
the simple case of a light clock in inertial motion. In the general case, the worldlines are not geodesics 
(for details on this see Fletcher 2013).
One might say that one has a kinematical description of a light clock, as mentioned by 
F letcher in his description of a light clock:
Briefly, the simplest form of a light clock consists of a light ray bouncing between two parallel 
perfectly reflective mirrors separated by a distance d […]. Because one can represent the mirrors 
using timelike curves and the bouncing light ray as a set of null geodesics, one can represent a light 
clock’s dynamics in a relativistic spacetime without appealing to Einstein’s field equations. (One 
might say that the description becomes purely kinematical.) (Fletcher 2013, 1370)
The light clock was originally considered by Marzke and Wheeler in relation to general rel-
ativity with the purpose of having a clock that does not depend on the atomic structure of 
matter:
Whether the clock ticks rapidly or slowly is a matter of choice, based on whether the two 
[particles] are far apart or close together. In any event, questions of atomic constitution have 
nothing to do with the length of the tick! (Marzke and Wheeler 1964, 53)
This is what one might call a physical property of this physical system: a light clock does 
not depend on its atomic constitution (see also Ohanian 1976, 192-3). Another physical 
property more relevant for this paper relates to the time read off by a light clock. For the 
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case of a light clock in inertial motion, the “ticks” of the light clock correspond to the coor-
dinate time. Ohanian called the attention to this feature of the light clocks:
The construction of the [light clock] guarantees that the time measured by this clock coin-
cides with the time variable t that appears in the equations of motion of a particle, in the Maxwell 
equations, in the Lorentz transformation equation, etc. (Ohanian 1976, 195)
One has then a physical system described kinematically in the special theory of relativity 
which has very particular physical properties: (1) its time reading does not depend on its 
atomic constitution; (2) its time reading when in inertial motion, corresponds to the coor-
dinate time.
One might at this point consider the question of what is the physical behavior of the 
light clock when in accelerated motion? Or more to the point, what is its time reading in 
this case?
In a recent work, Fletcher (2013) proved a theorem that shows that the time read off 
by a sufficiently small light clock along a segment of its worldline approximates to an arbi-
trary degree the length of this segment, i.e. the proper time. For the purpose of this work, 
it is not necessary to go into the mathematical details of the proof. It will be sufficient to 
grasp what notion of sufficiently small light clock is at play in contrast to a not-so-small 
light clock, which might not read off a time similar to the proper time, and also to consider 
what physical notions are at work in the derivation; in particular one must consider if there 
are any assumptions applied which are not a consequence of the special theory of relativity.
In the proof of Fletcher’s theorem, a mirror/particle is described simply in terms of a 
C(2) timelike worldline g. By definition, the proper time for a segment of this worldline is 
given by its length |I´|, where I´ is a closed interval. One considers a “family” of light clocks 
constituted by the particle with worldline g and particles each with a worldline ga, where a 
is an index that labels the worldlines in the companion family. According to Fletcher, “the 
curves of the companion family will represent the spacetime locations of one of the [par-
ticles] in a collection of light clocks recording the elapsed time along the [particle] g[I´]” 
(Fletcher 2013, 1376). Importantly, one is considering a convergent companion family to 
g[I´]. To understand what this means one must take into account that for each light clock 
one defines a non-zero scalar radius field (or radial distance field) ra. One can regard ra as 
giving a measure of the distance between the two particles in g and in ga (however this dis-
tance is not a privileged one; for details see Fletcher 2013, 1381). By requiring that ra is 
non-zero, one ensures that “there is a non-zero distance between the [particles], hence the 
“photon bouncing” is always well-defined” (Fletcher 2013, 1376). Now, a second condition 
is given: lima→∞ ra = 0. This condition “specifies the sense in which the [companion] fam-
ily is convergent” (Fletcher 2013, 1376). In intuitive terms, the condition lima→∞ ra = 0 
means that one can choose smaller and smaller light clocks. According to Fletcher, “having 
a convergent family of companion curves means that there is always available a sufficiently 
“small” light clock as determined by the scalar field r” (Fletcher 2013, 1381). This is then 
our notion of a sufficiently small light clock. What does Fletcher prove regarding the time 
read off by these clocks? According to Fletcher:
One can then state the theorem in words as follows. Given a closed segment of a timelike 
curve and any eA, eR > 0, there is a sufficiently small and unvarying light clock that measures the 
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[length of] that segment within an accuracy of eA and ticks with no more than eR variation in reg-
ularity. (Fletcher 2013, 1382)7
From here one can grasp what would be the result of a “measurement” made by a not-so-
small light clock. In this case, the accuracy would be larger that eA and the variation in regu-
larity larger than eR; one would have a light clock that is not accurate or regular.
In the derivation of the theorem, Fletcher only considers the properties of timelike and 
null worldlines, nothing more. There is some restriction regarding the acceleration of light 
clocks since Fletcher’s results only apply to a C(2) timelike worldline g; but this is not an in-
dependent assumption regarding the “workings” of light clocks. There is also an important 
property of null worldlines left implicit. According to the principle of the constancy of the 
velocity of light, the two-way speed of light is a constant (see, e.g., Brown 2005, 77; Jammer 
2006, 122). One can notice this result at work when Fletcher considers the case of a light 
clock in inertial motion: “if the light ray completes n round-trips between the mirrors, then 
the clock has recorded an elapsed time of 2nd” (Fletcher 2013, 1370). The two-way speed 
of light is a constant set to one. This means that the null worldlines correspond always to a 
propagation of light such that the two-way speed of light is a constant.8 Again, this is a ba-
sic aspect of special relativity.
One finds that light clocks have a third physical property beside the two previously 
mentioned: (3) for a sufficiently small light clock its time reading approaches to an arbi-
trary degree the proper time along its worldline. There is nevertheless a difference. Proper-
ties (1) and (2) are shared by any light clock. Property (3) only stands for sufficiently small 
light clocks. One can conclude from Fletcher’s proof that in the case of (sufficiently small) 
light clocks the clock hypothesis is not necessary. But now, one has a problem to face: how 
does this result bear on the clock hypothesis? Does one still need it, or light clocks are a 
game changer?
4. Light clocks and the clock hypothesis
Let us consider the case of a generic clock—a physical system that one takes to be a clock, 
but for which does not give any physical description (besides assuming that it is not a light 
clock). In this case, the clock hypothesis seems to be necessary to equate the time read off 
by a generic clock with the length of its worldline (the proper time).
But if now instead of considering a generic clock one is more specific and considers 
a particular case, the atomic clock (or more simply atoms), does one needs the clock hy-
pothesis? Here, one will consider the atomic clock (or atoms) in two ways: (1) as a material 
physical system whose physical properties one determines experimentally; (2) as a physical 
system described by a relativistic quantum field theory. Experimental results with atomic 
7 One must notice that a clock that reads off a time that approximates to an arbitrary degree the length 
of its worldline (the proper time), is not just a clock that is accurate (i.e. that gives a total time “equal” 
to the proper time), it is also a clock whose infinitesimal time reading agrees with the infinitesimal in-
terval along the worldline (i.e. it is regular). 
8 In fact, in this work, Fletcher adopts also the isotropy of the one-way speed of light, which according to 
the thesis of the conventionality of simultaneity is a convention (see, e.g., Valente 2017, 182-4).
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systems (or particles) found no influence of the acceleration in the case of very high accel-
erations, e.g., of the order of 1016 g and 1018 g, where g is the Earth gravitational accelera-
tion (see, e.g., Brown and Read 2016). Recently, using a theoretical model for an atomic 
clock—a toy atomic clock—it was calculated that only in experiments involving an acceler-
ation greater than 1023 g would the effect of the acceleration in the rate of an atomic clock 
become detectable (Dahia and Felix da Silva 2015). This means that unless one considers 
extremely high accelerations one does not expect that an atomic system will have a time 
reading that is not equal to the proper time. If one assumes that the worldline corresponds 
to, e.g., an atom, one does not need the clock hypothesis to consider that the atom’s “time 
reading” is equal to the proper time. One could say, in this case, that instead of assuming 
the clock hypothesis one is assuming that the worldline corresponds to the space-time tra-
jectory of an atomic clock. Importantly, one would also be assuming something external to 
the special theory of relativity since the physical properties of atoms are not described by 
the theory. What would one say now about the clock hypothesis? Maybe that for a generic 
clock, which implicitly one considers not to be a light clock and also not to be an atomic 
clock/system, one still needs the assumption of the clock hypothesis.
As it is, the role of the clock hypothesis is becoming less clear. It seems that one needs 
to take into account clauses indicating which physical systems—described in special rela-
tivity (light clocks), by other theories, or resulting from experimentation—are not to be 
included. But also, one might suspect, as mentioned, that taking into account light clocks 
might somehow circumvent the need for the clock hypothesis.
To clarify things, one might for a moment forget about the clock hypothesis and con-
sider what is on the table. From what one has seen, there are two types of clocks that seem 
relevant to address an enquiry regarding the rate of accelerated clocks in general. Accord-
ingly:
1. In special relativity, one describes a particular physical system—the light clock—
whose time reading is “equal” to the proper time.
2. There are “real” physical systems—atoms—(that can be theoretically described in 
relativistic quantum field theory) whose time reading is “equal” to the proper time.
Let us envisage the following thought experiment: several light clocks sharing the same tra-
jectory in space-time (i.e. one takes the light clocks to have the same worldline). Let these 
light clocks be sufficiently small in the sense implied in Fletcher’s proof. Accordingly, all of 
them have a time reading that approximates to an arbitrary degree the length of the world-
line—in the limit, they read off the same time. If these light clocks gave different time read-
ings there would be no criteria to establish which, if any, gives a “correct” time associated 
to a (timelike) non-geodesic of space-time. Fletcher’s theorem shows that one has a crite-
rion to identify a “correct” time based on clocks that have the same time reading (this im-
plies also that one can distinguish a clock functioning appropriately from a malfunctioning 
clock). The proper time is an invariant with the dimension of time and the theory describes 
a type of clock that reads off a time “equal” to the proper time.9
9 That this is a “correct” time associated to a non-geodesic worldline is confirmed beyond what is strictly 
special relativity by taking into account its validity in broader cases: experimentally the proper time is 
equal to the time gone by atoms. 
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But one might defend a more heterodox view: why not assume that any light clock (or 
another clock) gives its own “correct” time according to how it “ticks”? Why should one 
presuppose that for an accelerated system there is a “correct” time associate to its world-
line? Might this be an implicit assumption independent of the theory? When talking about 
time, one does so in the context of an adopted system of units and standard or unit-meas-
uring clocks whose “ticks” correspond to the adopted unit of time. When considering ac-
celerated clocks, their “ticks” must be compared to those of the adopted system—i.e. to the 
“ticks” of standard clocks in inertial motion. Sufficiently small light clocks that read off a 
time equal to the length of their worldline have the following property, which importantly, 
in this case, is not an assumption:
The increase in the [the time read off by] the clock at any time is the same as that of the standard 
clocks in the rest system Sº, i.e. the system in which the clock is momentarily at rest. (Møller 1955, 49)
This means that for a sufficiently small light clock, its rate corresponds always to that of 
clocks giving the adopted unit of time: if one considers a unit-measuring clock momen-
tarily side-by-side with a sufficiently small light clock (undergoing an accelerated motion) 
their time readings (their “ticks”) are equal. In this way, there is in the theory a notion of 
time and its measurement associated to non-geodesic timelike worldlines: the length of (a 
segment of) a timelike worldline is a time (interval) that is measured, e.g., by light clocks.
If one makes the same thought experiment with a “large” light clock, its “ticks” will dif-
fer from the unit of time, along its trajectory in space-time. One cannot, in this case, con-
sider the clock’s “ticks” as corresponding to a “correct” time. Being more exact, these “ticks” 
cannot be identified with a measurement of time and this physical system should not even 
be considered a clock. A physical system to be a clock must “tick” according to the coordi-
nate time of an inertial reference frame in relation to which it is momentarily at rest (when 
accelerated) or at relative rest or motion (when in inertial motion).
Let us consider a second thought experiment: a light clock that reads off a time “equal” 
to the proper time has the same trajectory in space-time as some other physical systems 
(some of which, if working properly, might even be clocks). What time does one ascribe to 
all of these physical systems? The light clock reads off what one takes to be a physical time 
associated to the worldline. As such, this time is ascribed to all the physical systems shar-
ing this worldline since all of them go by the same worldline’s length (i.e. by the same to-
tal proper time). But what happens if one of the other physical systems is supposed to be a 
clock, but its time reading differs from the proper time? In this case, one can consider that 
the time gone by this physical system is equal to the proper time even if it measures time in-
correctly (i.e. even if its “workings” are such that as a clock it is malfunctioning).
Notice that one is not relying on atomic clocks. If one made these thought experiments 
with atomic clocks instead of light clocks one would rely on results external to the theory; 
one would be assuming in special relativity properties of atomic systems that are not de-
scribed in the theory. With light clocks, one does not have this situation. One does not as-
sume anything or include anything external to special relativity.
What is the implication of these ideas in relation to the clock hypothesis? Regarding 
any C(2) timelike worldline one can always argue that if this worldline corresponded to the 
trajectory in space-time of a sufficiently small light clock, the time read off by this clock 
would be “equal” to the length of the worldline. The fact that this length is invariant and 
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has the dimension of time is complemented by the description within the theory of a type 
of clocks—the (sufficiently small) light clocks—such that all of them measure this (tempo-
ral) length. That is, there is in the theory a notion of time and its measurement associated 
to non-geodesic timelike worldlines. One does not need any independent hypothesis to ar-
rive at this result. An altogether different matter would be to determine when a particular 
clock stops reading off this “correct” time. In relation to this question one can regard the 
content of the clock hypothesis (or the definition of an ideal clock) as giving a general crite-
rion for when a particular clock may be considered to be “functioning” properly: when the 
rate of the clock only depends on its instantaneous velocity the clock is working well.
5. Conclusion
In this work, it was addressed the status of the clock hypothesis when taking into account 
the description of light clocks as made in the special theory of relativity. That clocks when 
accelerated read off a time equal to the length of their worldline (the proper time) has been 
considered as an assumption independent of the special theory of relativity. This has been 
called the clock hypothesis, usually presented as the assumption that the rate of a clock only 
depends on its instantaneous velocity. When considering light clocks, one does not need 
the clock hypothesis. A sufficiently small light clock reads off a time that approximates to 
an arbitrary degree the length of its worldline (the proper time). There is no independent 
assumption at play to arrive at this result. For any C(2) timelike worldline, one can imag-
ine it as corresponding to the worldline of a light clock that reads off proper time (i.e. the 
light clock’s “ticks” measure the length of the segment of the worldline being considered). 
This provides, an extension, de facto, of a notion of clock that measures the coordinate time 
(which, in this case, has the same value as the proper time since the clock’s trajectory in 
space-time is a straight worldline) to a notion of clock that still measures under accelera-
tion the length of the worldline (i.e. the proper time). One does not assume anything to ar-
rive at this result. In this way, there is a physically meaningful notion of time associated to 
non-geodesic worldlines that can be measured by (sufficiently small) light clocks. There is 
no need for the clock hypothesis in the special theory of relativity.
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